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Central composite design 
and mechanism of antibiotic 
ciprofloxacin photodegradation 
under visible light by green 
hydrothermal synthesized 
cobalt‑doped zinc oxide 
nanoparticles
Mohamed A. Hassaan 1, Asmaa I. Meky 2,3, Howida A. Fetouh 2, Amel M. Ismail 2 & 
Ahmed El Nemr 1*

In this research, different  Co2+ doped ZnO nanoparticles (NPs) were hydrothermally synthesized by 
an environmentally friendly, sustainable technique using the extract of P. capillacea for the first time. 
Co‑ZnO was characterized and confirmed by FTIR, XPS, XRD, BET, EDX, SEM, TEM, DRS UV–Vis 
spectroscopy, and TGA analyses. Dislocation density, micro strains, lattice parameters and volume 
of the unit cell were measured using XRD results. XRD suggests that the average size of these NPs 
was between 44.49 and 65.69 nm with a hexagonal wurtzite structure. Tauc plot displayed that the 
optical energy bandgap of ZnO NPs (3.18) slowly declines with Co doping (2.96 eV). Near complete 
removal of the ciprofloxacin (CIPF) antibiotic was attained using Green 5% of Hy‑Co‑ZnO in the 
existence of visible LED light which exhibited maximum degradation efficiency (99%) within 120 min 
for 30 ppm CIPF initial concentration. The photodegradation mechanism of CIPF using Green Hy‑Co‑
ZnO NPs followed the Pseudo‑first‑order kinetics. The Green Hy‑Co‑ZnO NPs improved photocatalytic 
performance toward CIPF for 3 cycles. The experiments were designed using the RSM (CCD) method 
for selected parameters such as catalyst dosage, antibiotic dosage, shaking speed, and pH. The 
maximal CIPF degradation efficiency (96.4%) was achieved under optimum conditions of 39.45 ppm 
CIPF dosage, 60.56 mg catalyst dosage, 177.33 rpm shaking speed and pH 7.57.
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Pharmaceuticals are being used more frequently to cure illnesses in humans and other species because of the 
world population’s ongoing growth and the resulting rise in demand. High levels of contamination in the ecosys-
tem are a result of the increased use of pharmaceuticals in daily life and their release from wastewater of hospitals 
and effluents of the pharmaceutical  industry1–3. Ciprofloxacin (CIPF), is an antibiotic medicine from the fluoro-
quinolone family that is often administered all over the  world3,4. Eliminating CIPF from contaminated water has 
become crucial since it is believed to be causing several long- and short-term problems, including serious harm to 
ecosystems and human health, even at low levels of  contamination5–7. The removal and degradation of antibiotics 
from groundwater and surface water have been accomplished using a variety of advanced oxidation processes 
(AOPs). These AOPs include the UV/H2O2 process, electrochemical approach, electro-Fenton process, photo-
Fenton process, and photocatalysis. Heterogeneous photocatalysis has been exploited for the mineralization 
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and degradation of a wide variety of organic contaminants in these  processes8–10. Numerous catalysts, including 
 TiO2, ZnO, ZnS,  Al2O3,  Fe2O3, and CdS, have been employed for this  purpose8. ZnO material, one of the II-VI 
compound semiconductors, has received the most attention due to its wide band gap (3.2 eV) and increased 
absorption near the UV range for a variety of applications, including dye-sensitive sensors, solar cells (DSSCs), 
photocatalysis, light-emitting diodes (LEDs), and  antibacterial11,12. Researchers have lately become interested 
in these applications because ZnO materials have the photocatalytic capacity to break down organic pollutants, 
convert carbon dioxide to fuel, and create  hydrogen11.

Cobalt is regarded as a useful metal for doping the ZnO matrix because of its rich electron status and high 
 solubility13,14.  Co2+ ions can easily replace  Zn2+ ions in the ZnO lattice because cobalt’s ionic radius is comparable 
to that of  zinc15. The separation of photo-generated charges is improved by the non-full d orbitals of the  Co2+ 
ions, which serve as electron traps in the ZnO  matrix16. Cobalt dopant inclusion causes the band gap to create 
new energy levels that can be stimulated by visible  light16. This has to do with the interaction between localized 
d electrons of transition metal ions and ZnO band edge electrons known as the sp-d spin exchange  interaction17.

Important medical discoveries in the history of humanity have been credited to applications of nanomaterials 
in the biomedical  field18,19. Metallic nanoparticles differ from their bulk counterparts in terms of their physical 
and chemical characteristics because of their high surface  ratio20. Nowadays, academics and industry research-
ers favor the biocompatible, economical, and secure method of producing nanoparticles (NPs) from biomass, 
such as fungi, plant extracts, algae, and bacteria, employing green  technologies21–24. Magnetic nanoparticles 
are frequently produced utilizing conventional techniques such as microwave-assisted synthesis, chemical pro-
cesses, hard template guiding techniques, sol–gel, and thermal methods due to their wide dispersion in several 
applications.

When using the chemical synthesis approach, harmful chemical byproducts or extreme heat and pressure are 
 produced25–27. However, common experimental methods that involve the use of high reactive reducing, organic 
solvents, and capping agents have the potential to have harmful effects on the  environment28. As a result, the 
green synthesis of NPs has been suggested as an environmentally benign substitute for chemical and physi-
cal processes employing microbes, alga, enzymes, and  plants29. Researchers suggested several potential plant 
extracts and fungal biomasses that could be applied in the green preparation of ZnO NPs, such as the Neem leaf 
 extract30, black dried lemon peel aqueous  extract31, B. tinctoria leaves and fruit  extract25 and Moringa oleifera 
leaf extract by hydrothermal  method32. P. capillacea is a typical marine biomaterial found in the Mediterranean, 
where a sizable amount is annually produced on rocks by the coast and in shallow water. El Nemr et al.33 stated 
that P. capillacea has exceptional metal adsorption properties and is a typical marine biomaterial in the region. 
P. capillacea is a marine red alga in which chlorophyll is hidden by the pigment phycoerythrin. They are always 
multicellular, vary in size from small to medium, and have hollow fronds with a cartilaginous  texture34. So, it 
was applied in the green formation of ZnO NPS in this work.

Response surface methodology (RSM) has become widely employed in recent years to examine how vari-
ous independent variables affect the response variables in chemical processes. Many experimental designs have 
been used to estimate the process, including Box-Behnken design (BBD), Doehlert matrix (DM), and central 
composite design (CCD)35,36. The best model among these is CCD since it uses statistics to its advantage to 
establish the ideal circumstances and influence of each independent  variable37. Therefore, the RSM-CCD model 
was used to shorten process iterations, minimize costs, and save time. This work successfully prepared a novel 
Green hydrothermal Co-doped ZnO NPs with different concentrations of cobalt (5–15%) using P. capillacea 
water extract. Moreover, the CIPF efficient removal from water by photodegradation processes in the presence 
of visible light irradiation was optimized via the RSM-CCD model. In the authors’ knowledge, this is the first 
work that uses RSM-CCD for optimizing photocatalytic degradation of CIPF using Co-doped ZnO which was 
hydrothermally synthesized in green friendly, sustainable way using the extract of P. capillacea as green reducing 
agent and capping agent.

Materials and methods
Chemicals and equipment
Zinc acetate dihydrate, cobalt acetate tetrahydrate, NaOH, isopropanol (IPA), Na-EDTA and Benzoquinone 
(BQ) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich, USA. CIPF was purchased as CIPF 200 mg/100 mL I.V. infusion 
solution from Amirya Pharmaceuticals, Egypt. Fresh red algal biomass of P. capillacea species was collected 
from the Mediterranean coast, Alexandria, Egypt. All chemicals used are of analytical grade and used as received 
without further purification. The following instruments were applied to identify the Green Hy-ZnO NPs and 
Green Hy-Co-ZnO NPs photocatalysts. Green Hy-ZnO NPs and Green Hy-Co-ZnO NPs crystallinity, and aver-
age crystal size were confirmed by Bruker Meas Srv (D2-diffractometer that controls at 30 kV, 10 mA using Cu 
tube λ = 1.5418 Å and 2θ with a temperature range of 5° to 80°) were used. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) 
spectroscopy model VERTEX70 linked to platinum ATR model V-100, Bruker, Germany, in the 400–4000  cm−1 
wavenumber range. SEM (SEM-JEOL, IT 200, Japan) equipped with Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) 
elemental analysis, was used to determine the materials’ morphology and surface characteristics. TEM (JTM 1400 
plus, Japan) was used to determine the size and shape of the nanostructures. UV–Visible, GBC Cintra 3030 at 
the range 190–900 nm spectrophotometer was used to measure the optical absorbance of these samples. Using 
the BELSORP—Mini II from BEL Japan, Inc., the mean pore diameter and specific surface area (BET, Brunauer 
Emmett-Teller) were measured. Thermal studies of the samples were performed using the SDT650-Simultaneous 
Thermal analyzer apparatus at a ramping temperature of 10 °C per minute. Monochromatic X-ray Al K-alpha 
radiation with a spot size of 400 µm, a pressure of  10–9 mbar, a full spectrum pass energy of 200 eV, and a narrow 
spectrum energy of 50 eV was used to gather XPS data on K-alpha (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA).
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Preparation of P. capillacea extract
P. capillacea fresh red algal biomass was collected, cleansed with tap and saltwater, and then washed with dis-
tilled water. The cleaned algal biomass was then dried for 72 h at 105 °C after being sun-dried for two days, and 
the dried red algae was ground for use. 250 ml of distilled water (DW) was combined with 10 g of the resultant 
powder. On a hot plate, the mixture was agitated at 75 °C for two hours before being filtered through filter paper. 
To prepare the P. capillacea extract for processing, it was kept at 20 °C33.

Synthesis of ZnO and Co‑doped ZnO (Zn1−xCoxO)
Zn  (CH3COO)2·2H2O (0.5 M) (solution-A) was added to 90 mL of DW and 10 mL of P. capillacea extract under 
continuous stirring at 60 °C for 30 min followed by the addition of 0.5 M NaOH dropwise until a white precipitate 
color was showed. The solution was vigorous stirring for 60 min at the same temperature. Before being trans-
ferred to a Teflon-lined autoclave, the solution mixture was kept for 30 min for ultrasonication treatment in an 
ultrasonic water bath. In an electric oven, the hydrothermal syntheses took place over 12 h at 150 °C. In the next 
steps, the obtained white precipitate was separated, filtered, washed several times with distilled water and EtOH, 
dried, and finally calcined at 500 °C14. Green Hy-ZnO NPs’ pale white powder was painstakingly gathered and 
stored till use. The Green Hy-Co-ZnO  (Zn1-xCoxO) NPs were synthesized via the hydrothermal method in the 
same way. Different ratios (5, 10, and 15% of Co/ZnO) were synthesized by dissolving the desired amount of Co 
 (CH3COO)2·4H2O (solution-B) in distilled water and P. capillacea extract under stirring for 30 min. Solution-B 
was then added dropwise to Solution-A followed by applying the same procedures as for the synthesis of Green 
Hy-ZnO NPs.

Photocatalytic activity
To determine the best catalyst performance, a specific amount of 100 mg of Green Hy-ZnO NPs, 5, 10, and 15% 
of Green Hy-Co-ZnO NPs was added to a Pyrex glass beaker containing 100 mL of CIPF with concentrations of 
30 ppm at neutral pH for 2 h under (150 W LED light lamp) as the visible light source in a shaker incubator at 
room temperature and the removal efficiency was measured. In a typical photocatalytic degradation experiment, 
the CIPF solution was placed in a 100 mL flask beaker along with the photocatalyst, and the combination was 
left in the dark for 30 min to establish the adsorption–desorption equilibrium. Then, visible light was shone on 
the reaction medium containing the photocatalyst and CIPF antibiotic solution. By taking 2 mL of the aliquot 
CIPF antibiotic solution at regular time intervals. A UV–Vis spectrophotometer (model Pg/T80 UV/Vis) was 
used for CIPF concentration analysis at a λmax 270 nm after it had been centrifuged at 6000 rpm for 30 min.

C0 stands for the CIPF initial concentration, and Ct refers to the final concentration of CIPF antibiotic in solu-
tion at the specified time intervals after irradiation. To determine the ideal circumstances for effective photocata-
lytic degradation, the photodegradation parameters of pH, catalyst doses, antibiotic concentrations, temperature, 
and shaking speed were optimized. Figure 1 presents a summary of the potential photogenerated charge transfer 
events that might occur in the Green Hy-Co-ZnO NPs photocatalysts during the breakdown of the antibiotic.

Photodegradation of ciprofloxacin was tested in visible light without any catalyst and photodegradation of 
ciprofloxacin with catalyst was tested in the dark and both showed no degradation activity.

(1)Degradationefficiency =
C0 − Ct

C0

× 100

Figure 1.  Mechanism of photocatalytic activity of Green Hy-Co-ZnO NPs.
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Radical scavenger
Three scavengers (10 mM Na-EDTA, 1 mM IPA, and 1 mM BQ, individually) were added to a 100 mL, 30 ppm 
CIPF solution to quench the photo-generated species (holes  (h+), hydroxyl radicals (·OH), and superoxide radi-
cals (·O2

– ), which are each responsible for catalytic degradation,  respectively38.

Experimental design
To investigate the impact of the effective components and recognize the optimal conditions for the photocatalytic 
degradation effectiveness of the antibiotic ciprofloxacin using Green Hy-Co-ZnO NPs, the RSM design-CCD 
design was developed using Design Expert Software (13.0.5.0). RSM studied how effective operating variables 
interacted and related to each other to determine the optimal conditions for the photocatalytic degradation of the 
CIPF antibiotic.39. In this study, the impacts of four variables and five levels, including pH (D), shaking duration 
(C), CIPF antibiotic dose (B), and photocatalyst dosage (g/L) (A), were detected. The antibiotic’s effectiveness at 
degrading (R%) after 120 min is the observed response.

RSM analysis recommended 30 experiments while taking into account all possible combinations of the input 
variables, of which 6 replications to a central point were included to ensure proper data optimization. The inter-
actions between the independent and dependent components were then examined using a quadratic  model39. 
The experimental intervals and various degrees of experimental designs for antibiotic removal that are taken 
into consideration in this investigation are shown in Table 1.

Results and discussion
FTIR analysis
The FTIR spectra of Green Hy-ZnO NPs and Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs in the wavenumber range of 
400–4000  cm–1 is represented in Fig. 2. The peaks at 422, 497, and 561  cm–1 for Green Hy-ZnO NPs can be 
recognized as Zn–O stretching, whereas the band at 2394  cm–1 can be attributed to atmospheric  CO2. C=O 
stretching is responsible for the absorbance peak at 1521  cm–140,41. The broadband at 1330  cm–1 was ascribed to 
the deformation vibrations of C-H31. The band noticed at 904  cm–1 corresponds to the C–OH  group42. Strong 
FTIR bands at 418, 463, and 501  cm–1 for Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs are attributed to Zn–O tetrahedron stretch-
ing  vibrations43–45. The Zn–O bond lengths slightly alter as  Co2+ ions take the place of  Zn2+ ions in the ZnO 
host, causing a change in wavenumber. The stretching vibration of the hydrogen bond (O–H) band from the 
surface of the NPs causes a strong and wide absorption band to form at about 3391  cm–146. Hybrid asymmetric 
and symmetric C = O stretching resonance is present in the band at 1423  cm–1. C–H bending from various NPs’ 
surface dangling bonds is represented by the FTIR bands 640, 676, 901, and 984  cm–147–50. Additional peaks at 
2851–2920  cm−1 are due to the  CH2 (C–H) groups in acetate  vibrating42. As previously mentioned, 5%  Co2+ ions 
doping NPs have remarkably similar FTIR spectra. The insertion of  Co2+ into the ZnO lattice, however, seems 
to have caused a little shift.

Surface area analysis
For determination of surface area (SA), the  N2 adsorption–desorption isotherm for ZnO and Green 5% Hy-Co-
ZnO NPs are shown in Fig. S1 the four materials have type IV isotherm (IUPAC classification)51. Additionally, 
the existence of mesopores in the structure of ZnO and Co-ZnO nanoparticles is shown by their extremely 
small hysteresis loops under moderate relative  pressure52,53. Notably, the maximum volumes absorbed for Green 
Hy-ZnO, Green 5, 10, and 15% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs are 1.5586, 1.1447, 1.2203, and 1.6672  cm3/g, respectively. The 
specific SA calculated from the adsorption–desorption data obtained from the isotherms was 6.7837, 4.9823, 
5.3115, and 7.2564  m2/g, respectively. The determination of the pore distribution and pore size of Green Hy-
ZnO, Green 5, 10, and 15% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs have been calculated by Barret-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) pore size 
distribution which are depicted in Table 2 and Table S1.

SEM analysis
The SEM morphologies of Green Hy-ZnO and Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO nanoparticles are shown in Fig. 3. Figure 3a 
depicts an image of an almost nanoparticle with a uniform size distribution of ZnO nanocrystals. Green Hy-ZnO 
nanoparticles are shown as nanosheets. Figure 3b shows Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO nanoparticles as cylindrical. 
ZnO makes up the agglomeration when nanoparticles of Co are scattered across its surface. The high degree of 
agglomeration in the nanoparticles ought to help boost the contact surface for increased reactant diffusivity, 
which is especially favorable for catalytic activity. As presented in Fig. 3, SEM micrographs also expose that Co-
ZnO 5% NPs decrease in average particle size.

Table 1.  Values at the low and high levels for the independent variables.

Factor Name Units Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Dev. + 

A Catalyst dosage mg 20 100 60.0 18.19

B Antibiotic dosage mg/L 10 50 30.0 9.10

C Shaking speed rpm 50 250 150.0 45.49

D pH 3 11 7.0 1.82
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EDX analysis
The fundamental evaluation of Green Hy-ZnO and Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO nanoparticles was examined in 
the current study using EDX analysis. The result is displayed in Fig. 4a. It expresses the EDX pattern of Green 
Hy-ZnO NPs confirming the existence of ZnO elements with strong signal at the Zn region and suggesting the 
presence of Zn and  O2 with the atomic weights of 49.550 ± 60 and 50.450 ± 67, respectively. Green 5% Hy-CO-
ZnO sample has Zn, Co, and O with atomic weights of 53.200 ± 59, 0.790 ± 06, and 46.010 ± 61, respectively, 

Figure 2.  FTIR spectra of (a) Green Hy-ZnO NPs, (b) Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs catalyst.
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according to the EDX spectra (Fig. 4b). High-purity samples are indicated by the absence of additional elements 
in the spectra (Table 3).

TEM analysis
Transmission electron micrographs (TEM) were applied to analyze the morphological changes that co-doping 
caused in the particles. In Fig. 5, representative TEM images of pure ZnO and nano-crystalline samples contain-
ing 5% Co are displayed. In Fig. 5a, it is shown that the average size of ZnO nanoparticles was about 30 nm. The 
Co-doped ZnO nanoparticles in Fig. 5b, on the other hand, had an average size that was about 18 nm smaller 

Table 2.  Analysis of the surface area of Green Hy-ZnO, Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs.

Green Hy-ZnO NPs Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs

BET

as, BET  (m2∕g) 6.7837 4.9823

Vm  (cm3 STP)/g) 1.5586 1.1447

Mean pore diameter (Pm) (nm) 10.877 11.67

Volume of total pore (VT)  (cm3/g) 0.018446 0.014544

BJH
Vp  (cm3/g) 0.018437 0.014868

ap  (m2/g) 6.8287 5.5432

Figure 3.  SEM analysis of (a) Green Hy-ZnO NPs, (b) Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs catalyst.
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than that of pure ZnO. The difference can be attributed to a thermodynamic barrier that the dopant  (Co2+) cre-
ates that slows down ZnO nucleation and prevents it from spreading outward around a doped nano-crystal54. 
Due to the nano-metric crystals’ high surface energy, the nanoparticle aggregates are believed to have formed.

X‑ray diffraction (XRD) analysis
Figure S2 displays the XRD analysis of Green Hy-ZnO NPs and Green Hy-Co-ZnO NPs samples at different 
concentrations (5, 10, and 15%). The hexagonal quartzite structure of Green Hy-Co-ZnO NPs is established by 
the strong bands seen in the XRD patterns equivalent to planes (100), (002), (101), (102), (110), (103), (200), 
(112), (201), (004), and (202). A larger version of the (101) peak’s picture, which contrasts with Green Hy-ZnO 
NPs, can be seen in Fig. 6 demonstrating a minor shift in the location of the peaks. The inclusion of  Co2+ ions 
into the ZnO lattice is shown by this change in peak  position55. The samples are very pure, and it appears that 
Co-ions are successfully occupied in the lattice site rather than the interstitial site based on the lack of structural 
alterations and further phase shifts caused by Co doping in ZnO NPs as compared to Green Hy-ZnO  NPs55.

Using Debye–Scherrer’s Eq. (2), the average crystallite size ’D’ of the Green Hy-ZnO NPs and Green Hy-Co-
ZnO NPs samples (Table S2) has been calculated from the strongest diffraction peak (101)56.

Figure 4.  EDX spectrum of (a) Green Hy-ZnO NPs, (b) Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs catalyst.

Table 3.  Element analysis of Green Hy-ZnO NPs, Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs catalyst.

Element

Green Hy-ZnO NPs
Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO 
NPs

Mass% Atom% Mass% Atom%

Zn 80.05 ± 0.97 49.55 ± 0.60 81.63 ± 0.91 53.20 ± 0.59

O 19.95 ± 0.27 50.45 ± 0.67 17.28 ± 0.23 46.01 ± 0.61

Co 0.00 0.00 1.09 ± 0.09 0.79 ± 0.06

total 100 100 100 100
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where K is a constant (K = 0.94 for spherical shape), λ is the wavelength (1.5417 Å) of X-rays, β is the full-width 
at half-maxima (FWHM) of the diffraction band (in radians) and θ is the Bragg’s diffraction angle. Other Dif-
ferent relations used for measurement of properties using XRD results were done according to the following 
 calculation56:

The number of defect states in the sample, or dislocation density ‘δ’, may be estimated from crystallite size 
‘D’ using the formula (Eq. 3).

The following equation (Eq. 4) can be used to compute the microstrain.

(2)D =
K�

βCOSθ

(3)δ =
1

D2

Figure 5.  TEM analysis of (a) Green Hy-ZnO NPs, (b) Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs catalyst.
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Here, β is Full width at half maximum (FWHM), is Bragg’s angle, and is the microstrain.
Equation (5) is used to compute the lattice parameters for all hexagonal wurtzite structural samples.

where h, k, and l are Miller indices, a, and c are lattice parameters, d is interplanar spacing, and h, k, and l are 
Miller indices. The lattice constant ’a’ is determined by using relation (1) for the plane (100), lattice constant ’c’ 
is derived for the plane (004) by using relation (2), and so on. Taking into account the first-order approximation 
(n = 1) for the plane (100). The following Eqs. (6–8) were used to get the volume of the unit cell:

The aforementioned context shows that the average crystalline size grew as cobalt concentration increased. 
This may be caused by a rise in the Co concentration at the ZnO matrix, which would boost particle nucleation 
and encourage the creation of Co-doped ZnO NPs grains. This research supports previous findings by other 
scientists  as11,13,56, where they noticed that the crystal size of the ZnO increased as cobalt was doped into the 
material. Table S3 displays the relationship between lattice parameters a, and c and Co molar concentration. With 
an increase in Co concentration, relatively little change in ZnO’s lattice characteristics is seen. This outcome is 
related to the systematic replacement of  Zn2+ ions with  Co2+ ions without affecting the ZnO crystal  structure56. 
This might be because the ionic radii of  Zn2+ and  Co2+ ions are almost identical. The study of the lattice strain 
shift (ε) brought on by the addition of Co to ZnO. Most of the time, the increase or decrease in lattice strain with 
dopant concentration is correlated with the increase or decrease in dislocation  density56. In the current work, 
the increase in dislocation density is correlated with the rise in lattice strain on doping (Table S3). As demon-
strated in Fig. 6 and Fig. S2, a little shift is also seen in the peaks for the cobalt-doped ZnO samples as a result 
of the cobalt  Co2+ being replaced by zinc  (Zn2+), which is noticeable as a drop in peak (101) intensity. Particle 
size or lattice strain may be affected by evidence of peak reduction in terms of peak intensity. For Co-ZnO 5% 
NPs, Table S3 displays the fluctuation in average crystallite size and strain for cobalt content. Increases in lattice 
parameters (a,c) and volume are the foundation for the deformation variance shown in Table S3. The mismatch 
in cobalt and zinc oxide’s radii is responsible for the smaller fluctuation that was found. A change in the oxygen 
parameter, which rises with an increase in cobalt, was caused by the increase in volume (Table S3). The lattice 
properties of ZnO may alter as a result of these changes in defect density.

UV–vis and DRS analysis
It is feasible to define the energy band gap of Green Hy-ZnO NPs using DRS measurements. Figure 7a displays 
the DRS spectra of Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs and Green Hy-ZnO NPs. Without any additional reflection 

(4)ε =
βcosθ

4

(5)
1

d2
=

4

3

(

h2 + hk + k2

a2

)

+
l2

c2

(6)a =
�

√
3sinθ

(7)c =
�

sinθ

(8)V =

√
3a2c

2

Figure 6.  XRD pattern of Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs and Green Hy-ZnO NPs.
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peaks, ZnO is visible with a sharp reflection edge at 374 nm. The Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs have some extra 
reflectance peaks in the visible region, and these are typical bands of the Co ion replaced in the lattice of ZnO 
at 571 nm (2.171 eV), 612 nm (2.026 eV), and 657 nm (1.887 eV), which related to d-d transitions of  Co2+ ions. 
These absorptions result from d-d transitions of high spin  Co2+  ions19, which could be assigned to transition 
from 4A2 → 2E (G), 4A2 → 4T1(P), and 4A2 → 2A1(G),  respectively57. Using Tauc’s relation, the energy bandgap 
(Eg) was determined as  follows57.

Here, "A" is a constant, "α" is the absorption coefficient, and "n" is a constant that is equal to 2 for an indirect 
transition and 1/2 for a direct transition. Figure 7b,c shows the (αhυ)2 values concerning to photon energy (hυ). 
Zn1-xCoxO NPs with x = 0.00 and 5% of Co were discovered to have optical direct energy bandgaps (Eg) of 
3.18 and 2.96 eV, respectively. The redshift in absorption spectra, which was found, revealed that the Eg value 
decreased as the Co concentration increased. It has been shown that the Co level causes a similar decrease in 
the bandgap  energy57.

(9)αhϑ = A
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Figure 7.  (a) UV–DRS spectra of Green Hy-ZnO NPs and Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs, (b) Tauc plots of Green 
Hy-ZnO NPs and Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs.
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X‑ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
Utilizing XPS, it was discovered what chemical states certain components had in Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs 
and Green Hy-ZnO NPs. The sample’s peaks with different binding energies could all be assigned to O, Zn, Co, 
and C, and no other impurities were discovered, conferring by the XPS survey scan spectra in Fig. 8. The C1s 
signal is a naturally occurring carbon contamination brought on by the sample’s exposure to air before its XPS 
measurement, which cannot be avoided. The Zn2p spectra in Fig. 8, reveal two peaks with the designations Zn 
 2p1/2 and Zn  2p3/2. The roughly 22.9 eV binding energy gap between these peaks supports the  Zn2+ chemical 

Figure 8.  X-ray photoelectron spectra of (a–c) Green Hy-ZnO NPs, (d–g) Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs catalyst.
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 states54. The O1s spectrum was scanned in Fig. 8, which indicated two sub-peaks near the peaks 530 and 531 eV, 
respectively. The signal at 530 eV was ascribed to O at the oxide lattice, while the signal at 531 eV was given to 
zinc (OH)58. Similar results are shown for the Co 2p XPS wide scan in Fig. 8, with the Co  2p3/2 signal centring 
at 779.16 eV and the Co  2p1/2 signal at 780.8 eV. The difference in binding energies between the Co 2p peaks 
points to the presence of the  Co2+ ion. Therefore, the XPS analysis exposes that  Co2+ was doped in the lattice of 
ZnO by replacing  Zn2+ with no additional  impurities54.

Thermogravimetric analysis
A well-known method for detecting the physical, chemical, or breakdown reactions of manufactured materials is 
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). The results of testing the thermal stabilities of Green Hy-ZnO NPs, 5, 10, and 
15% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs as a function of temperature are exposed in Fig. 9, and further information is available in 
Fig. S3. As a result, the samples’ TGA curve shows evidence of several degradation parts. The first part is related 
to the water removal from the surface of the samples (50–200 °C), and after 200 °C, the weight loss was slight 
and was mainly due to moisture degradation and  CO2  absorption59. The weight loss seems to have stabilized, 
which suggests that temperature has nearly completely removed the contaminants.

Photocatalytic studies
Photocatalytic test
According to the performance, it was shown that Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs gave the best performance with 
99% removal of CIPF after 120 min as shown in Fig. 10.

Figure 9.  TGA analysis of Green Hy-ZnO NPs and 5, 10, and 15% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs.
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Point of zero charge (pHPZC) of Green 5% Hy‑Co‑ZnO NPs
To determine the  pHPZC of Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs, the pH drift method was used by using electrolyte solu-
tion NaCl (0.1N), whose pH was in steps between 2 and 12 by using 0.1N NaOH and 0.1N HCl. 50 mL of NaCl 
(0.1N) was taken in the conical flask with 0.10 g of Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs. To achieve pH equilibrium, the 
solution control was put on a mechanical shaker for 24 h at 150  rpm60. Graphs were then plotted the difference 
between final and initial pH (∆pH) against initial pH  (pHi), and the point of interaction of the curve with x aces 
shows  pHZPC

60. Figure 11 shows that Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs had a 7.8  pHPZC.

The pH impact on CIPF photo‑degradation.
To investigate the impact of the initial solution pH on the photocatalytic degradation of CIPF, the solution pH 
was adjusted to 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11. The results in Fig. 12 show that the pH of nature (pH = 7) is ideal for the break-
down of CIPF. The initial pH’s complicated impact on the photocatalytic destruction of pollutants is dependent 
on the type of pollutant and the  pHZPC of the photocatalyst, among other factors. The solution pH affects the 
photocatalyst’s surface charge characteristics, which has an important impact on the electrostatic interaction 
between the pollutant molecules and the catalyst surface. By comparing the characteristics of the catalyst and 
antibiotic at various pH levels, it is possible to analyze how pH affects the breakdown of CIPF antibiotics. The 
zero-point charge for Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs is 7.8, and as a result, the surface of Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO 
NPs is positively charged at pH < 7.8 and negatively charged at pH > 7.88. In contrast, CIPF has pka values of 
6.09 and 8.2. The adsorption on the surface of Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs is constrained because, at acidic pH, 
both Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs and CIPF are positively charged. The surface of Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs 
has a positive surface whereas the surface of CIP is negative at pH values greater than 6.09, which leads to the 
antibiotic adsorption on the surface of Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs and an increase in the rate of degradation. 
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Figure 11.  The  pHZPC determination of the Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs.
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When a solution’s pH is more than 7.8, CIPF will take on an anionic form (CIP-O-), which prevents species from 
oxidizing and ultimately reduces the effectiveness of CIPF  removal8.

The effect of Green 5% Hy‑Co‑ZnO dosage on CIPF photodegradation
Figure 13 depicts the catalyst dosages of the Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs sample, which fluctuated between 0.2 and 
1.0 g/L at intervals of 0.2 g/L. For different amounts of catalyst doses such as 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 mg/100 mL 
of solution, it was found that the decomposition rates were 83.8, 86.7, 90.7, 93.8 and 99%, respectively. Because 
of increasing active surface area being available for redox reactions as the catalyst dose rose, the degradation 
percentage increased as  well61,62. For example, during photocatalytic reactions, more charge carriers are produced, 
and these charge carriers then start the redox reactions. The rate of reaction and degradation % both somewhat 
decreased with excess catalyst dose. Higher catalyst doses cause the solution’s turbidity to increase, which has the 
effect of aggregating particles and blocking light. As a result, the catalyst’s capacity to absorb light is compromised, 
and the reaction’s rate is slowed  down63.

The impact of initial CIPF concentration on its photodegradation
A series of studies were conducted at catalyst dose (1.0 g/L) at pH 7 using varied CIPF starting concentrations 
 (C0 = 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 ppm) to study the influence of initial CIPF concentration on the photocatalytic effi-
ciency of Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs. Figure 14 demonstrates a definite decrease in degradation efficiency with 
an increase in CIPF initial concentration. According to the results, the saturation of the Co-ZnO surface may 
be what prevents CIPF photodegradation at higher initial concentrations. This is because there would be more 
competition for the active sites at higher CIPF concentrations, which would lead to fewer photons reaching the 
catalyst surface. As a result, fewer hydroxyl radicals (·OH) and electron–hole pairs are  generated8.
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The effect of shaking speed on the photodegradation of CIPF
The impact of shaking speed was examined on the photodegradation of CIPF using various shaking speeds 
between 50 and 250 rpm. Continuous shaking is crucial for creating a homogenous solution out of the antibiotic 
solution and photocatalysts and for enhancing solution flow along the surfaces of the photocatalysts. Figure 15 
shows the effects of shaking speed on photocatalytic efficiency for a catalyst under a visible light source. The 
efficiency of Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs to degrade was observed to increase with faster shaking. Shaking may 
increase the combination of photocatalysts and antibiotics in water and localized turbulence near the photocata-
lyst base. This reduces the distance of the boundary layer and increases the efficiency of the photo-degradation 
of antibiotics in  water64.

The temperature impact on the CIPF photodegradation
Experiments series were performed to investigate the impact of temperature on the photodegradation rate of 
ciprofloxacin using Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs at temperatures ranging from 25 to 45 °C. Figure 16 shows the 
temperature impact on the photocatalytic degradation rate of ciprofloxacin at a fixed starting concentration of 
30 ppm and 1.0 g/L of Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs. Figure 16 indicates that the photocatalytic degradation rate 
of ciprofloxacin increases with an increase of temperature due to increasing temperature causing to increase in 
the generated free radicals, which leads to a decrease in the recombination  process65. The degradation kinetics 
slowed down up to 45 °C as the temperature rose. The fact that fluoroquinolones become more stable after being 
exposed to heat stress may be one explanation.

The scavengers’ impact on the removal efficiency
A trapping experiment was used to identify the active species in the photocatalytic reaction. Following the addi-
tion of three different free radical scavengers, namely BQ, IPA, and EDTA, to the photocatalytic degradation 
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Figure 15.  The impact of shaking speed on the photodegradation of CIPF using Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs.
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system, Fig. 17 displays the rate of ciprofloxacin degradation. BQ, IPA and EDTA were applied to capture −O2
., 

OH and  h+, respectively. With the addition of BQ, the degradation rate decreased to some extent, demonstrat-
ing that -O2

. had a particular impact on CIPF degradation. With the addition of EDTA, the effectiveness of 
ciprofloxacin’s degradation was similarly decreased, indicating that  h+ played a part in the reaction  process31. 
The effectiveness of ciprofloxacin’s photodegradation was considerably decreased when IPA was added as a 
scavenger of .OH, demonstrating the primary role of .OH in this process. These findings suggest that .OH plays 
a significant role in the photocatalytic degradation of ciprofloxacin, which occurs in the  order.OH >  h+  > −O2

.31.

Kinetics of CIPF photodegradation
Experimental data were utilized to create a pseudo-first-order model (Eq. 10) that allows for a more detailed 
analysis of the photocatalytic reaction kinetics of the catalyst’s role in CIPF  degradation66.

where k stands for the rate constant, C0 stands for the CIPF beginning concentration,  Ct stands for the CIPF 
final concentration. Figure 18 depicts the analysis of the CIPF’s time-dependent changes and its kinetics. The k 
value was calculated from the slope of the plot of lnC0/Ct against reaction time (t), as presented in Fig. 18. As a 
result, the provided method was applied to define the CIPF rate constants, which came out to be 0.0364  min−1. 
This suggests that pseudo-first-order kinetics governs the degrading process.
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Photodegradation mechanism of CIPF using Green 5% Hy‑Co‑ZnO NPs
Electrons (e) in the conduction band assisted in the production of superoxide free radicals (.O2

–) (Fig. 1). Because 
reactive oxygen species (ROS) are so highly reactive, they were joined to create the  H2O2 molecule. The  H2O2 
molecule was broken down into .OH free radicals, which caused the ciprofloxacin to be broken down. Below, in 
Eqs. (11–16), are the chemical formulas for ciprofloxacin degradation through active species.

Reusability of photocatalyst
A study of the reproducible stability of the prepared Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs is important for proving the 
catalyst’s effectiveness and affordability. After each CIPF photodegradation experiment, the catalyst was separated, 
repeatedly cleaned with DW and EtOH, and then re-used for more research. As can be observed in Fig. 19, the 
synthesized photocatalyst’s photocatalytic activity remained essentially consistent throughout three cycles for 
the photodegradation of CIPF. In these investigations, the Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs exhibit great reusability 
and high photostability, with small deactivation.

Modeling and statistical analysis
Design Expert (13.0.5.0) software was used to analyze the impact of various parameters on the effectiveness of 
the CIPF degradation process, and experiments were planned to use the CCD to optimize the key operating 
parameters and maximize the antibiotic’s photodegradation rate in aqueous solutions. Table 4 displays the CCD 
matrix and experimental findings from the photocatalytic degradation runs. The dependent and independent 
variables were correlated using the second-order polynomial response Eq. (17)39.

In this countenance, β0 represents the interception term, xi and xj are the variable parameters of i and j with 
the number k, and βi, βii, and βij represent the linear, quadratic, and interaction parameter coefficients, respec-
tively. Lastly, the term ɛ indicates the random error. An empirical link between the response and independent 
parameters for CIPF (Y) as in Eq. (18) is based on these findings.
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ANOVA regression analysis
The ANOVA analysis was used to demonstrate how important model parameters affected the results. Additionally 
computed were the degrees of freedom (dF), the sum of squares, and the mean sum of squares. High relevance 
for a parameter is exposed by a higher F-value and a lower P-value (0.05)67–76. The amount of CIPF antibiotic 
dose is most important, followed by the interaction between CIPF dosage and pH, which are both unimportant 
characteristics, according to Table S4. The F-value and P-value of the model are 5.67 and 0.0009, respectively, 
which support its importance.

Equation (6) depicts the model in terms of the process parameters. The response variable is known to be 
affected positively by factors with positive coefficients and negatively by variables with negative  coefficients68. The 
most utilized parameter, the determination coefficient (R2), helps the suggested model via ANOVA to confirm 
its statistical significance and suitability. The R2 between actual and theoretical measures is what determines 
 it77. The current model’s R2 value of 84.12% illustrates the model’s reliability. This suggests that process variables 
can account for 84.12% of variability in photodegradation. The adjusted coefficient of determination (adj. R2) is 
computed for a more thorough study. The adj. R2 is ensured to be decreased by duplicate  variables77. The adj. R2 
in this instance is 69.29%, highlighting the model’s importance.

Validation of the response surface model
Here, the model’s accuracy was assessed using a predicted versus residuals values diagram and a normal plot 
of residuals. The residues are situated on or close to the usual line, as shown in Fig. S4a, demonstrating that the 
residuals are normal. The residuals are widely dispersed around the baseline and lack a clear pattern, as seen by 

(18)
Y = 94.41+ 2.57A+ 9.55B+ 0.4344C+ 1.59D− 1.09AB+ 1.58AC+ 1.55AD− 1.74BC

− 1.45BD− 0.9281CD− 2.65A
2 − 4.62B

2 − 1.69C
2 − 5.63D

2

Table 4.  The CCD table for CIPF photodegradation includes intended values as well as experimental and 
anticipated findings.

run
A
Catalyst dosage

B
Antibiotic dosage

C
Shaking speed

D
PH

Removal
Actual value

Removal
Predicted value

1 60 30 250 7 91.03 88.51

2 100 30 150 7 91.29 88.95

3 40 40 200 9 91.56 82.67

4 60 30 150 7 94.41 94.41

5 80 20 200 5 70.61 74.01

6 80 40 100 5 96.42 87.95

7 80 20 200 9 87.69 81.34

8 80 20 100 5 57.50 64.65

9 60 30 150 11 69.22 75.05

10 60 30 150 7 94.41 94.41

11 60 30 150 7 94.41 94.41

12 80 40 200 9 92.08 91.89

13 40 20 200 5 71.05 66.65

14 40 40 100 5 86.64 91.26

15 40 40 100 9 90.07 90.29

16 60 30 150 7 94.41 94.41

17 40 40 200 5 84.09 87.35

18 60 50 150 7 94.70 95.04

19 60 30 150 7 94.41 94.41

20 20 30 150 7 78.25 78.69

21 60 30 50 7 86.16 86.78

22 80 20 100 9 75.32 75.69

23 60 30 150 7 94.41 94.41

24 60 10 150 7 59.09 56.84

25 40 20 100 9 78.15 68.44

26 40 20 100 5 59.78 63.61

27 80 40 100 9 90.52 93.19

28 80 40 200 5 82.37 90.36

29 60 30 150 3 76.43 68.69

30 40 20 200 9 55.66 67.77
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the predicted graph (Fig. S4b). The closeness of the predicted values to the actual values is confirmed by Fig. S4c. 
All three designs demonstrate the model’s suitability.

The perturbation plot, which is depicted in Fig. S4d, was created to investigate the simultaneous impact of 
four variables on antibiotic clearance. This plot, in general, compares the influences of all components at a certain 
location in the design  space78. The regulating factors for CIPF degradation were the following: pH level (D), 
shaking rate (C), catalyst dosage (A), and CIPF antibiotic dosage (B). Therefore, the fact that the curve for CIPF 
antibiotic dosage exists shows that this component has a greater impact than the others.

The response variables analysis (3‑D response surface plot)
The RSM-CCD suggested model function and the 3-D response surface plots are useful tools for the graphical 
representation of the interaction impacts on the factors of the response values. Figure 20a shows the 3-D response 
surface plot based on the interaction impact of two significant factors, the dose of antibiotics and the amount of 
Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs catalyst on the removal of CIPF by the Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs photocatalyst. 
Consequently, the CIPF removal by the photolysis process was increased by increasing the catalyst dosage due 
to the higher production of electron–hole  pairs66. On the 3-D response surface plot shown in Fig. 20b, the inter-
action effects of two significant parameters, the dose of Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs catalyst and shaking speed, 
are displayed. As the shaking speed increased, the photodegradation of CIPF increased by increasing sample 
loading up to approximately 70 mg, according to the data. The photocatalytic activity decreased when the sample 
loading was raised. Despite the shaking’s speed rising. The excess catalyst (> 70 mg) acting as a recombination 
center was the cause of this.66. The interaction effects between 5% Co-ZnO dose range of 40–80 mg and pH of 
medium in the range of 5–9 is shown in Fig. 20c. The catalyst’s  pHPZC is 7.8, and the best reaction was produced 
when the pH was between 5 and 7. On the other hand, more active sites, .OH or .O2 radicals, and  (e-/h+) formed 
pairs were produced on the photocatalyst surface when the catalyst dose was increased from 40 to 80  mg71. 
Thus, improved photolysis yield of CIPF particles in the above ranges was obtained. Figure 20d shows how the 
photocatalytic degradation efficiency of CIPF was affected by antibiotic dose and shaking speed, which increased 
as the shaking speed increased. Figure 20e depicts the contour plot of the conversion percentage as a function of 
pH solution and CIPF concentration, all other factors being held constant (catalyst dosage and shaking speed). 
More CIPF molecules are formed on the catalyst surface when pH increases from 5.0 to 7.0 due to a decrease in 
repulsive force. In addition, increasing the concentration of CIPF enhanced the probability of collisions between 
the molecules of CIPF and the radicals on the catalyst’s surface. Since OH and  O2 radicals have a relatively short 
lifespan, they should be consumed right away wherever they are  formed78. Figure 20f shows how pH and shaking 
speed affect the effectiveness of CIPF’s photocatalytic degradation, where the optimum reaction was obtained at 
a pH of around 7 during the entire range of shaking speed (100–200 rpm), then decreased from 7 to 9.

Figure 21 illustrates the variables’ optimum conditions, which were determined as 39.45 ppm CIPF antibiotic 
dosage, 60.56 mg Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NP catalyst dosage, 177.34 rpm shaking speed and 7.54 pH using the 
desirability function of the model within these conditions: the CIPF removal yield is 96.4%.

Conclusion
In this study, green Hy-ZnO NPs and cobalt-doped ZnO NPs (5, 10, 15% of Co) were synthesized utilizing a 
biosynthesis approach helped by hydrothermal method using red algae P. capillacea water extract. The synthe-
sized Hy-ZnO NPs and cobalt-doped ZnO NPs were characterized and confirmed using FTIR, XRD, XPS, BET, 
SEM, EDX, TEM, TGA, and DRS UV–vis spectroscopy. The change in the lattice strain (ε) that arises because 
of the addition of Co to ZnO was confirmed by XRD. Moreover, the increase in the lattice strain on doping is 
associated with the increase in dislocation density. The photodegradation of ciprofloxacin by Green 5% Hy-Co-
ZnO NPs reached 99% after 120 min as a result of their significant photocatalytic activity towards the antibiotic. 
The correlation coefficients plot of CIPF represented that the photodegradation of CIPF follows pseudo-first-
order kinetics. CCD optimization model of the Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs was also studied. It has successfully 
assessed the photocatalytic activity of Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs toward the removal of CIPF under visible 
Led-light, and it accomplished ~ 98% by the optimal conditions, and the result revealed that at 5% Hy-Co–ZnO 
NPs dosage of 60.569 mg, 39.45 mg/L of CIPF primary concentration, pH 7.57, and 177.33 rpm, the removal 
can reach 96.4% after 120 min.
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Figure 20.  3D response surface plots, (a) CIPF antibiotic dosage and Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs catalyst 
dosage, (b) Shaking speed and Green 5% Hy-Co-ZnO NPs catalyst dosage, (c) pH value and Green 5% Hy-Co-
ZnO NPs catalyst dosage, (d) CIPF antibiotic dosage and shaking speed, (e) pH value and CIPF antibiotic 
dosage, (f) pH value and shaking speed.
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